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Abstract

Transplantation of bone allografts is an accepted procedure in dentistry as it is in many surgical specialties. Despite wide acceptance and ready access to a number of bone allografts, there is often insufficient knowledge of the origin of these allografts and the processing methods. This brief review paper summarizes contemporary knowledge of the biologic properties of bone transplants used in dentistry and discusses their safety. It is intended to aid dental practitioners in selecting suitable bone allograft materials for their patients. It does not deal with bone autografts nor does it compare autografts and allografts. Long-term clinical results with allografts processed by different methods are also outside of the scope of this review.
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Introduction

Dental practitioners perform more bone allograft transplants than any other surgical specialists. This development was made possible by the ready availability of bone allografts from a network of tissue banks [1-4]. Regrettably, the source of these grafts and the means of their preparation are not always apparent to many [5]. Too often bone allografts are ordered on the strength of the salesman’s word or an advertisement. However, the sources of allografts, their preparation and their biological properties are important and present several complex issues. Thus, to obtain the optimal results with the grafting procedures and to safeguard recipients, it behooves the dental surgeon to possess full knowledge of the biologic properties of allograft bone, as well as its safety.

After the practicality of tissue banking was demonstrated by Kreuz et al. [6], Hyatt and Butler [7] and Malinin [8] and their associates, initial acceptance of allogeneic bone grafting was slow. However, once the advantages of allograft transplantation became apparent, the demand for allogeneic bone increased precipitously. This resulted in the proliferation of tissue banks with substantial variations in techniques of allograft excision and preparation. Attempts to standardize tissue banking by voluntary membership organizations have, by and large, resulted in failure since the standards were not mandatory and were formulated in compliance with the wishes of the tissue banks themselves [9,10]. Supervision by the FDA was and is still limited to the prevention of disease transmission with minimally manipulated donor tissues [11].

There are several methods by which bone allografts can be obtained and prepared. Some tissue banks use complex and stringent methods of excluding unsuitable donors from the donor pool. This is done by comprehensive donor screening and by rigorous disease surveillance using donor medical history, advanced laboratory methods, blood and marrow culture testing and post mortem examination. Under these circumstances, the risk of transmitting disease to the recipient is minimized. On the other hand, allografts obtained from donors about whom little is known, and whose medical status has not been ascertained present a problem.

Although cadaver bone has been transplanted with considerable success since the beginning of the last century, and in large numbers for the last several decades, the general sentiment that autografts are superior to allografts still prevails. However, this does not appear to be the case with allografts used in dental transplants.

The decision making process regarding allograft transplantation is a complex one, and must be based on a fundamental understanding of bone allograft biology. Once familiarity with the subject is gained, the dental practitioner will be in a position to determine whether or not transplantation of an allograft will be beneficial for a particular patient. To secure this advantage, knowing how allografts are obtained, processed and stored is necessary as well as knowing what types of allografts are available, and the general principles governing their behavior following transplantation.

Postmortem Bone Donors

Acceptance of tissue donors begins with a social and medical history. By necessity the history is based on secondhand information. A concerted effort to obtain and review available medical records will frequently provide information sufficient to accept or reject a donor. Both the Food and Drug Administration [FDA] and American Association of Tissue Banks [AATB] require exclusion from the donor pool of individuals in high risk behavior groups for acquiring infections with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Other infections which preclude bone donation are hepatitis B and C viruses and Treponema pallidum (syphilis). Individuals suspected of having or being exposed to Creutzfeld-Jacob Disease is also excluded.

The decision to become a tissue and organ donor can be made by the individual ante-mortem through motor vehicle licensing in select states. Permission is still required by the next of kin since the recovery agency requires indepth information about the donor’s medical and social history. The FDA and AATB rely heavily on the information collected in this manner and without this vital information, recovery cannot proceed. However there are significant deficiencies, distortions and inaccuracies in obtaining information in this fashion. According to a study conducted by Young and Wilkins, and in our own experience,
information obtained in this manner might be inaccurate in as many as 50% of cases [12]. Because secondhand medical and social history is frequently unreliable, the FDA lists physical assessment of the cadaver donor and an autopsy; when it can be performed, as means of detecting the presence of relevant communicable diseases. An autopsy remains a reliable diagnostic method of uncovering and documenting pathologic conditions present in potential tissue donors, but it is not mandated for all donors. If an autopsy is performed, the information must be used in determining potential donor suitability.

Both the FDA and AATB do not specifically prohibit transplantation of tissues from donors with malignancies. This is left to the discretion of the Medical Director of the Tissue Bank. Although not a contraindication to recovery and processing, tissues from donors with malignancies are not consistent with good medical practice and the interests of the recipients. Both organizations reject, out of hand, suggestions that permission should be obtained from the recipient to accept a transplant from a donor with malignancy. Thus, an inquiry on this subject might be advisable before accepting an allograft from a tissue bank.

Blood Serology

To obtain pertinent information on a tissue donor, several serological tests are performed on the donor’s blood. HIV-I and II antibodies are tested for as are antibodies to HTLV-1 and II and to hepatitis C virus. Serologic tests for hepatitis B antigen and antibodies are also performed. Polymerase chain reaction [PCR] is used to detect early HIV and hepatitis infections. Testing of blood for viral nucleic acids has reduced the undetectable window of infectivity [13]. Standard serologic tests for syphilis are also performed.

Because of the epidemic of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome [AIDS], patients have become justifiably concerned about the possibility of transmission of HIV by the graft. The AIDS epidemic prompted the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons to be one of the first organizations to acknowledge the problem and to form a Task Force on AIDS and Orthopaedic Surgery. The report of the Task Force included recommendations for reducing the likelihood of HIV transmission through bone and tissue allografts. The AIDS epidemic prompted the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons to be one of the first organizations to acknowledge the problem and to form a Task Force on AIDS and Orthopaedic Surgery. The report of the Task Force included recommendations for reducing the likelihood of HIV transmission through bone and tissue allografts [14]. With adequate safeguards, the risk of such transmission is low. With these in place, the risk of obtaining bone from an undetected HIV-infected donor has been calculated to be less than one in a million [15]. With the addition of tests for viral nucleic acids, the risk has been further reduced.

Microbiology

Microbiologic studies of cadaver bone donors are essential for determining graft suitability for transplantation.

Since tissues from cadaver donors may harbor microorganisms, allografts excised from these donors cannot be assumed to be sterile, even if strict aseptic precautions are exercised. If microorganisms are present, they must be identified as well as the tissues involved. Blood and bone marrow cultures are helpful in predicting bone contamination. Positive blood and bone marrow cultures correlate with a higher rate of positive cultures from bone [30%] as compared with positive blood [15%] or marrow cultures [11%] alone [16].

The source of microorganisms in cadaver blood is not always clear. Whether blood contamination occurs concurrently with the events leading to death, or whether it takes place postmortem has not been established [17]. The recovery of pathogenic bacteria at autopsy and the reported discrepancy between antemortem infection and postmortem culture results lead to the belief that microflora may be subject to agonal and postmortem dissemination. The time and sequence of such dissemination has not been defined [18]. That postmortem microbial contamination occurs within two or more days is unquestionable [19]. However, within 24 hours the only statistically significant difference between donors in which clostridia were detected and those not harboring these organisms is the interval between death and the excision of tissues [20]. Therefore the 24 hour limitation on excision of musculoskeletal tissue appears logical and prudent.

Clostridial infections transmitted by allografts have brought into focus the need for adequate donor microbiologic assessment requiring multiple tissue as well as blood and bone marrow cultures. Since the percentage of pathogenic microorganisms is relatively small, these can be detected reliably only when an adequate number of samples are tested. If this is not done, the extent of tissue contamination with dangerous microorganisms can be either underestimated, or missed altogether. Liquid cultures appear to be more sensitive in identifying bioburden than swab cultures [21].

Autopsy

Autopsy remains an accurate diagnostic modality for finding pathologic changes in cadaveric donors that might preclude transplantation of tissues. Numerous studies report significant discrepancies between the clinical diagnoses and postmortem findings [22–24]. Most studies report discrepancies in the neighborhood of 12%. This figure has not changed significantly despite advances in imaging and other diagnostic techniques. In our experience, review of autopsy findings on over 5,000 consecutive bone and tissue donors showed major discrepancies between clinical diagnoses and autopsy findings in a significant number of cases.

Excision of Bone Allografts

Tissues must be excised within 24 hours postmortem if the donor’s body had been refrigerated. If it has not been refrigerated, excision of tissues is performed within 12 hours of death. The reason for this is that bacterial dissemination progresses rapidly after 24hrs of death. Methods of excision of bone have been described in detail elsewhere [25]. Ideally bone excision is performed in a clean room setting using standard aseptic surgical techniques. Repeated microbiologic monitoring is helpful and multiple samples are advisable (Figures 1 and 2). Whenever possible inoculation of tissue samples, rather than swabs cultures alone will improve recovery of microorganisms if present.

If a traditional operating room is not available, other rooms converted to a temporary operating room setting can produce the necessary aseptic environment although they are not ideal.
In addition to the surgeon, at least two operating room technicians or nurses are needed for the recovery. One of these individuals’ works on the back table, obtains culture samples, and wraps and packages the excised allografts. Another provides quality control, circulation and data entry functions.

Preparation and Processing of Bone Allografts

Bone allografts are usually processed in a separate facility. This allows for orderly handling of tissues and does not interfere with the excision process. However, some tissue banks excise and process allografts in the same room or suite of rooms. This is also acceptable and may be necessary for certain product lines. It is not ideal however as bacterial cross contamination is potentially increased. After excision, individually packaged allografts are usually placed into a refrigerator overnight and are processed further after the results of serological studies, preliminary microbiologic cultures and the gross autopsy findings, if available, are known.

Freezing of Bone

Freezing to temperatures between -15 and -20°C is easy and popular because it requires only the placement of the graft into generally available freezers. At this temperature ice crystals continue to grow and eventually destroy the bone making it soft. Therefore, by general consensus, bone can be maintained in the home-type freezers [about -15°C] for a limited time only. No exact data are available to indicate the maximum storage time for tissues maintained at these temperatures. Recommendations vary from 3 months to 1 year. Wilson reported a high failure rate with bone grafts stored for over a year at these temperatures [26]. Brown et al. reported satisfactory incorporation of bone grafts stored in such freezers for 6 months or less [27].

Temperatures lower than those of home-type freezers can be provided by solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) as well as by mechanical freezers, which operate at temperatures near -79°C, the melting point of dry ice. These temperatures are still not low enough to prevent the propagation of ice crystals.

For reliable long-term storage, it is necessary to employ very low (cryogenic) temperatures. Only at about -120°C does the gradual growth of ice crystals cease completely. Temperatures below -120°C can be obtained by the use of liquefied [cryogenic] gases, usually liquid nitrogen, or by specially designed low-temperature mechanical freezers. However, in dental practice, frozen allografts are not often used; only in rare cases where cartilage preservation is needed for temporomandibular transplantation for example. Therefore, consideration of cryopreservation and related topics is omitted from this review.

Freeze-Drying

Freeze-drying of bone allografts has been practiced for over 70 years. Although the process was described before World War II, it was not applied to human tissues until 1951 [6].

Freeze-drying is the application of a natural phenomenon of sublimation of water. In the atmospheric pressure below that of the vapor pressure of ice, drying takes place without melting of the ice. In the freeze-drying process the water is removed from the ice as vapor. Thus the ice from a frozen biologic structure disappears without melting and the water vapor is re-solidified on a colder surface.

Freeze-drying depends on unique properties of water, which has a melting point of 0°C. It is not applicable to other chemical solutions. Thus, unless special devices and methods are employed, freeze-drying will remove only water from a biological object frozen in an aqueous chemical mixture. Other chemicals with boiling points different from that of water will remain as residues. Freeze-drying procedures are lengthy, but freeze-dried tissues can be stored and transported at room temperatures. However, changes produced in tissues by freeze-drying are not insignificant. These have been attributed to alterations in protein configuration or the blocking of hydrophilic sites of proteins. [28]

On the positive side, these alterations are probably responsible for the reduction of antigenicity of freeze-dried bone. The exact mechanisms by which freeze-drying decreases the antigenicity and the sensitizing properties of bone are unknown, but the fact that it does so is well established.

Most of the original basic work on freeze-drying human bone was performed by the U.S. Navy Tissue Bank. Initially bone frozen to -76°C was placed in the freeze-dryer chamber and allowed to warm to 0°C within the first 18 hours. The internal condenser was maintained at -45°C. After some 10 years, this technique was replaced by a 7-day freeze-drying cycle in which the temperature of the allograft being freeze-dried was increased stepwise from -40°C to 0°C over three days. This technique is still employed today, but modern freeze-dryers with external condensers have greatly improved the efficiency of the process [2].

A variation of the technique includes placement into freeze-dryer chambers of bone frozen in the vapor of liquid nitrogen. The condenser temperature is maintained at between -60°C and -70°C. The vacuum in the freeze-dryer chamber is about 10-20 mTorr. The freeze-drying cycle is maintained from about 2 to 14 days. The discrepancies on the lengths of freeze-drying cycles depend on the efficiency of the apparatus, the amount of material placed in the chamber, and on different ways of measuring residual moistures [28,29].

Freeze-dried bone allografts should be rehydrated prior to implantation if preservation of biomechanical properties is desired. The importance of rehydration lies not only in the necessity to retain mechanical strength, but also in the resiliency of the grafts. However, in dental practice with particulate bone preparations rehydration is not important. Bone particles will become rehydrated by body fluids relatively quickly.
Bone Allografts for Clinical Transplantation

There are many varieties of grafting materials available. Freeze-dried allografts are the most common. When bone allografts which retain bone morphogenic proteins [BMP's] are placed in contact with vascularized host bone, they will unite with it and their calcified matrix will be replaced by new bone. The individual peculiarities of the human skeleton are such that each bone has its own requirements for healing, immobilization and bone grafting. Therefore, there is no universal, all-purpose bone allograft, and there is no single way of preparing all bone allografts. To date, in reconstructive dental surgery, the most successful bone allografts have been aseptically excised and processed freeze-dried cortical, cancellous and corticocancellous grafts which have not been subjected to extensive manipulations, such as exposure to chemical agents, heating, irradiation, ethylene oxide etc. [2].

Bone allografts commonly used in reconstructive dental procedures can be broadly divided into particulate and structural grafts. The former are used most frequently. Particulate grafts can be crushed cancellous or cortical bone [bone chips], ground bone, morselized bone or microparticulate grafts. These are used for filling defects with largely intact walls (closed intraosseous defects). The structural grafts are bone plates [bone struts], sections of mandibles and cortical and cancellous bone blocks. The former are used primarily to reconstruct large defects in bone (Figure 3).

Chemical Sterilization

The simplest method of preserving and sterilizing bone allografts at the same time would be by immersion into chemical solutions. Many of these, including ethyl alcohol have been tried though none have endured the test of time. When alcohol-fixed bone grafts were implanted into rodents, the bone was absorbed, but a few layers of new bone appeared in and around the grafts. Osteoclasts were absent at the periphery of alcohol-fixed grafts. Thus, it became evident that unlike boiling or autoclaving, the osteoinductive potential of the graft was not destroyed, but diminished to a great degree due to alcohol extraction [30]. When this alcohol extract was injected into rabbits, osteogenesis was induced in about one-third of the animals.

The boiled and alcohol-fixed grafts are mentioned here to illustrate the difference in behavior of chemically sterilized bone allografts transplanted into humans. Unfortunately, this has resulted in the empirical development of methods for bone allograft preparation by trial and error. Virtually everything was tried, but the only two methods of secondary sterilization which withstood the test of time are irradiation and sterilization with ethylene oxide gas.

Irradiation

The reason for irradiating bone allografts is the fear of transmission of infections, including those caused by HIV and the avoidance of the time, expense and expertise required for aseptic excision and processing of bone. Irradiation is ineffective against prions, and thus cannot prevent transmission of Creutzfeld-Jacob disease. Relatively high doses of irradiation are needed to inactivate HIV in bone, but the actual dose estimates vary. Although a 15 to 25 kGy dose is commonly used, Conway et al. stated that 15 kGy would not reliably inactivate HIV in bone [31]. Doubling the dose to 30 kGy may be necessary. Irradiation in this range alters the biomechanical integrity of the graft [32] and reduces its osteoinductive potential [33,34].

The choice of using irradiated allografts is based on personal experience, training and the availability of the grafts. It must be balanced between the reduction of the risk of infection with aseptic processing only and the undesirable side effects of irradiation. The subject of irradiation of bone allografts is controversial. On one hand there are those who feel irradiation has no place in allograft preparation while others are willing to accept irradiated allografts despite reduction of the osteogenic potential in these grafts. Bone is made brittle by irradiation because of the destruction of collagen alpha chains [35]. Irradiation of bone while frozen partially mitigates the undesirable effects of irradiation [36]. However, the osteoinductive potential in irradiated bone is reduced compared to that of non-irradiated bone (Figure 4).

Ethylene Oxide Sterilization

Ethylene oxide (ETO) not only sterilizes the air, but penetrates many types of material such as paper, cloth and cellophane. It has bactericidal and virucidal properties [37-40]. Variation in resistance to ethylene oxide among spore forming organisms such as Clostridia has been also noted.

When tissues are sterilized with ethylene oxide, its secondary products, ethylene glycol [EG] and ethylene chlorohydrin [ECH] remain. These residues, in high enough concentrations, cause hemolysis and inflammation. For this reason, the FDA had published a limit
for the quantity of these compounds remaining on the implantable materials [41] a requirement that recently has been rescinded. In general, sterilization of bone allografts with ethylene oxide renders these free of active infectious agents, bacterial, fungal or viral [42]. The presence of ethylene oxide residuals in allografts is toxic to fibroblasts, but these effects can be mitigated by thorough, controlled washing of the allografts [43]. Although sterilization with ETO is very effective it is now not used very often because of the environmental regulations, required validation studies and high material costs.

**Biology of Bone Transplants**

Many types of bone allografts have been studied experimentally and clinically. Since osteocytes in transplanted bone are dead, the grafts themselves do not contribute cells to osteogenesis. The basis for the complex activity resulting in the new bone formation is the stimulation and recruitment of the recipient's mesenchymal cells. These induce osseous bridging at the host-graft interface and gradually replace the graft. To be effective, bone allografts must possess osteoinductive properties that are maintained by some methods of preservation, reduced by some and destroyed by others.

Boiling was one of the earliest methods of preserving bone. Early on it was shown that boiled bone was non-osteogenic and was absorbed extremely slowly. According to Lacroix, at seven months post-transplantation, boiled animal bone allografts remained almost intact. Autoclaved bone has been observed to behave in a similar fashion [30].

Morphologic analysis of allogenic bone grafts removed from patients before complete healing shows these to be acellular, but surrounded by mesenchymal tissue, which undergoes metaplasia and ossification. This basically outlines the entire spectrum of bone allograft interaction with the host. Aside from temporal considerations, no quantitative differences in osseous incorporation have been noted between autografts and freeze-dried allografts, as both biologic materials go through revascularization, osteoclastic resorption, new bone formation and remodeling.

The response to allograft implantation is modified by processing, which may include irradiation, exposure to chemicals, etc. Exposure to hydrogen peroxide diminishes or abolishes the osteogenic potential of the graft [44].

The clinical acceptance of freeze-dried bone allografts is based on the reduced immunogenicity of these preparations [45]. The reason for the latter is most likely the removal of antigen presenting cells which reside in the trabeculae within bone marrow [46] as well as alterations in bone collagen.

**Particulate Bone Allografts**

Particulate bone allografts have been used to fill cavitary and peri-prosthetic defects for the last two decades with considerable clinical success [47,48]. Radiographically graft incorporation is observed in over 90% of patients. Complications are few. However, despite clinical success with particulate allografts, ideal properties of these grafts were ill-defined until recently. Consequently, tissue banks prepare particulate allografts in different sizes and forms and by a variety of methods. Recently, it became clear that one parameter that warrants attention is the size of the particle itself. The size bears relation to osteoinduction and osteoconduction. Osteoinduction depends on the biological property of the graft reflected by its ability to stimulate ingrowth of neovascularization, mobilize the mesenchymal cells of the host, and transform these into osteoprogenitor cells. This process is mediated by the release of various growth factors, principal of which are bone morphogenetic proteins [BMPs]. To be effective, BMP’s must be present in pharmacological quantities [49]. In addition, BMP’s depend for transport on intraosseous lipid, which facilitates delivery of BMP to the site [50]. Ideally, for dental applications, particulate allografts, in addition to being osteoinductive, must be also osteoconductive. They must provide direct opposition between the graft and the host, and in addition to mechanical support allow for ingrowth of newly formed bone. Densely packed bone particles of appropriate sizes satisfy both of these requirements [51].

Washing of the graft and removal of bone marrow and extraosseous fat allows for compacting of the graft material in the defect [52].

In laboratory experiments, bone allografts with particles of different sizes showed clear cut differences in the healing patterns and osteogenic properties (Figure 5). Particles in the range of the 300 to 90 microns produce rapid healing by direct ossification. Particles below 90 microns have significantly reduced osteoinductive potential. Particles larger than 300 microns were much slower in healing and incorporation than 300 to 90 micron particles. Small-sized powdery bone particles below 75 microns induce little osteogenesis similar to small particles of hydroxyapatite which in fact, inhibit osteoclastic activity [53]. Because of these undesirable properties of powdered preparations, the term “bone powder” should not be applied across the board. Powder means a dry substance composed of minute dust-like particles, precisely the composition which does not enhance osteogenesis. For this reason, and to delineate bone particle sizes most effective in inducing bone healing, the term “microparticulate bone allograft” is more descriptive and preferable. It clearly delineates particulate compositions between small granules and powders.

Frozen microparticulate allografts lag considerably behind their freeze-dried counterparts in inducing bone healing. [54] Thus, from practical consideration, freeze-dried microparticulate allografts appear to be most suitable for use in dentistry.

Cortical bone when implanted as a solid structure exhibits a different pattern of incorporation than do cancellous structural grafts however, with particulate allografts there is no difference between cortical and cancellous bone preparations since the basic structure of cancellous bone trabeculae and bone cortex is the same [55].

**Demineralized Particulate Bone**

There exists considerable confusion with regard to demineralized bone matrix [DBM] and demineralized, or more precisely, partially decalcified bone. The methods of preparation of these allografts are distinct, as are their biological properties. DBM is prepared by simply demineralizing bone in hydrochloric acid [usually INHCl] until the calcium content is reduced to less than 2%. Since DBM is prepared...
from particulate bone, its preparation frequently entails freeze-drying the bone, grinding it, demineralizing it, and refreeze-drying it again. Thus in contradistinction to other freeze-dried bone allografts, DBM is freeze-dried twice. DBM is grossly amorphous, soft and does not provide structural support.

Demineralization is said to increase availability of bone matrix-associated bone morphogenetic proteins [BMPs] rendering these grafts osteoinductive. However, it must be noted, non-demineralized particulate grafts are also osteoinductive. There seems to be little difference in clinical results between demineralized and non-demineralized particulate allografts [56]. Thus extra effort and expense of using demineralized bone matrix may not be fully justified. Although demineralization releases BMP from bone, it also facilitates BMP elution and loss into the acid bath [57]. Furthermore, other potentially antigenic proteins may be exposed eliciting an immune response that may result in inflammation and rapid graft resorption. Partially demineralized, partially decalcified or surface decalcified bone is exemplified by Urist's chemosterilized, antigen-extracted allogeneic [AAA] bone [58]. Preparation of this allograft is complex and time-consuming, but its clinical efficacy has been documented [56].

The calcium content of AAA bone is in the neighborhood of 10 to 15%. The calcium content of surface demineralized bone allograft is somewhat higher, usually around 20%. Both of these types of preparations maintain osteoconductive properties.

**Bleached Bone**

A number of commercial bone allograft distributors promote allografts on the basis of their whiteness. As everyone knows, normal bone is not white, but grayish, brownish or yellowish. Chalk white bone is bleached. There is no reason to bleach bone allografts other than for the sake of cosmetic appearance. Bleaching is usually achieved by bathing allografts in a solution of hydrogen peroxide [H2O2]. Exposure to H2O2 diminishes or abolishes osteoinductivity [44], but the effect is time-dependent [59,60]. This is balanced against disinfecting activity of the compound. According to Holzclaw et al., one hour exposure to H2O2 does not have a profound effect on osteoinduction by bone allografts [60].

**Discussion**

Review of bone banking was undertaken to aid dental practitioners in distinguishing a variety of methods employed in bone allograft preparation. Bone grafting in large measure depends on dental practitioners themselves. Clinical success also hinges on knowledge of the types of grafts, their optimal function and the means by which they are recovered and processed.

Current practices have evolved from trial and error, observation, laboratory studies and clinical results. Relatively sudden demand for allografts did not allow for step-wise progression of the development of tissue banking. Pieces of information from disjointed laboratory studies and clinical experiences, when these became available, influenced the development of the currently used techniques. Several tissue banks adopted proprietary techniques and methodology for allograft preparation. These were promoted mainly through advertising without adequate data published in scientific literature substantiating the claims. In preparing this review, discussion of unsubstantiated claims and general statements were avoided. Instead, well-established principles and findings were brought to the reader's attention so that this information could assist them in making informed judgments regarding what type of allografts to transplant in patients. Laboratory studies help to predict the behavior of grafts transplanted into humans, but we must keep in mind the differences between laboratory animals, particularly rodents, and humans.

The use of bone allografts in filling periodontal, mandibular and maxillary defects is now an accepted, commonly used procedure. However, the optimal method of allograft bone preparation is still a subject of some debate. Proponents of demineralized bone particles cite the improved biological characteristics of the material. Clearly considerable clinical success has been reported with DBM. However, bone particles of defined sizes likewise produce adequate bone healing and allograft incorporation whether they are demineralized or non-demineralized. Most frequently used allografts are those of particulate bone especially in sinus graft procedures and ridge augmentations.

Allograft safety is of course, of great concern to all dental practitioners as well as their patients. Relatively recent media reports concerning inappropriately acquired human tissues have shaken public confidence in the tissue allografts. This prompted the Journal of the American Dental Association to publish a review on the safety of bone allografts used in dentistry [61]. The article concluded: "when purchasing human bone allografts for the practice of dentistry, one should choose products accredited by the American Association of Tissue Banks for meeting uniformly high safety and quality control measures." The statement is not entirely correct. First of all AATB accredits tissue banks, not the product they produce. Secondly the tissue banks who used the services of Biomedical Tissue Services which precipitate the above mentioned scandal were AATB accredited. For that matter Biomedical Tissue Services were inspected by the FDA. This makes it clear that inappropriate and dangerous practices can take place despite inspections and accreditations. Therefore it behooves dental practitioners to satisfy them with regard to the integrity of tissue banks from which they obtain allografts, and the quality of the grafts they receive.

The ever increasing demand for bone allografts attests to the clinical usefulness of these grafts. Obtaining bone allografts from the institution which adheres to safe and reliable measures in providing human tissues for transplantation will alleviate the concerns of the dental practitioner with regards to their patients' safety and the clinical efficacy of the graft.
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